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• Who is the Copyright Agency?
• The educational statutory licence
• Using the licence
• The benefits
• Digital versus hard copy
• Myths and misconceptions
• Where does the money go?
• Q&A’s



Who are we?
Copyright Agency is a not-
for-profit rights 
management organisation. 

We enable the use of text 
and images in return for fair 
payment to the creators of 
the material, thereby 
creating a bridge between 
the users of copyright 
material and the owners of 
the material. 



Who are we?
Appointed by the Attorney General’s 
department to administer the educational 
statutory licence to all educational 
institutions. 





Using the Licence
Enables your institution to do the following (as long 
as it is for educational purposes)

• Copy/communicate up to 10% or one chapter 
(whichever greater) of any third party material.

• Copy one whole article from any periodical, ie 
newspaper or journal, or more than one if on the same 
subject

• Copy all of a work if it is not separately published or 
available for purchase



Using the licence
The licence covers both hard copy and digital 
copying and communication. 

     With this licence you can:
• Copy from any literary, dramatic, musical or artistic work

• Give or email copies to students and staff

• Copy at another location

• Copy works without owning the original

• Make as many copies as you need



Benefits of the licence
• Freedom and flexibility – instant access to an 

abundance of material, both Australian and international.

• Convenience and ease - no longer need to 
identify and search for copyright owners, gain permissions or 
negotiate terms of use.

• Peace of mind - Do you know what any of your 
teachers or trainers are doing in any classroom on any day?

• Compliance/risk management - With the 
availability of digital technology, copyright infringement can 
occur at the click of a button. This is an effective way of 
increasing and/or maintaining your current compliance. 



Digital vs Hard 
Copy



There are two main differences:

1. Only 10% (or one chapter) of any material 
may be placed onto your LMS or intranet at the 
one time

Digital vs Hard Copy
What’s the difference?



Digital vs Hard Copy
What’s the difference?
2. Copies made from an original electronic work 
must contain the statement below

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA
Copyright Regulations 1969
WARNING
This material has been reproduced and communicated to you by or on
behalf of [insert name of institution] pursuant to Part VB of the Copyright
Act 1968 (the Act).
The material in this communication may be subject to copyright under the
Act. Any further reproduction or communication of this material by you may
be the subject of copyright protection under the Act. Do not remove this
notice.



Examples of digital use
•Copying a photo from the Internet to put into your 
PowerPoint presentation
•Copying an article from any website to put into a 
digital course pack 
•Copying any artistic work!
•Uploading a scanned copy of a book chapter on your 
LMS
•Emailing a blog post to all your students

ALL THESE ARE PERMITTED with the education licence! 



Common Myths and 
Misconceptions



Myth 1

Educational institutions 
are automatically 
allowed to copy 10% of 
any work.



Fact
• There’s no automatic right to copy 10%. You can 

only do so if you are covered by the educational 
statutory licence. 



Myth 2

 Material found 
on the internet is 
copyright free



Fact
• Material on websites is in fact protected by 

copyright, as is material published in other 
formats such as DVDs and CDs

• Some websites have licensing terms and 
conditions while others may stipulate their 
material is freely available

• The educational statutory licence allows any 
educational institutions to use website material



Myth 3

The educational statutory 
licence gives us the ability to 
copy what we need, when 
we need it, without limits?



Fact

• Not quite. There are specified limits to how 
much you can copy under the licence, and all 
copying must be for educational purposes.

• If you wish to copy in excess of the limits of 
the licence, then you will need to obtain 
permission directly from the copyright owner. 



Where does the money 
go?

•When institutions pay a fee for the licence, Copyright Agency 
collects this fee and distributes it to the appropriate copyright 
owner of the copied works, less administrative costs.
•Approximately 85 cents out of every dollar Copyright 
Agency receives is made available for distribution to copyright 
owners.



Sustainable copying
In this way, our mission remains 
central:

“to provide simple ways for people to 
reproduce, store and share words, 
images and other creative content, in 
return for fair payment.”



Questions & Answers


